
For shoppers, the search bar is the number one 
option for finding things on your site. They go there 
first, expecting powerful, helpful search for products 
and content in the moment. If they don’t find what 
they’re looking for in real time—or the results are 
irrelevant—they’re gone, likely never to return. 

So, how does your search measure up? 

Compare your search to see how well your    
commerce site serves up these 12 popular               
query types:

All search is not equal



12 must-have  
search query types  
for commerce 



12 must-have search query types for commerce

keurig k45

stuhrling 879.03 mens watch

nikon coolpix s2800

One of the most common query types and the easiest to technically 
implement, Exact Search requires the most customer knowledge. Users 
often cut and paste product titles from other sites directly into the 
search box.

Issue

If a product doesn’t appear in searches for the exact title, name, or ID, 
the customer assumes you don’t carry the item and will leave your site. 

 
Guidelines

Use semantic vector search to understand query intent with the ability 
to correct spelling errors and connect the shopper’s query to products 
in your catalog.

Exact Search 
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

The second-most popular query type customers use is Product Type 
Searche to easily access a particular category of products or as a 
shortcut around category-based navigation.

sofas

barstools

desks

Issue

If users don’t see relevant results when searching by product type, 
they have difficulty finding those types of products on the site.

 
Guidelines

Include categories that are part of your site’s hierarchy to enrich your 
product metadata. Include all product attributes in the search and 
support product type synonyms as categories to guide users to the 
right place. 

Product Type Search
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Users often know the details of a product they already own, but not the 
name of the accessory or spare part they need. There are two types 
of Compatibility Search: brand name or product type (“lenovo laptop 
adapters”) and specific model (“lenovo x 615 adapters”).

sony cybershot camera case

sleeve mac 15

power adapter for lenovo laptop

Issue

Finding accessories and spare parts for products becomes needlessly 
difficult when a site doesn’t support Compatibility Search. 

 
Guidelines

Support both brand and model searches, since shoppers don’t 
always know what model they have. Help these searchers easily 
access compatible products by displaying an option to see accessory 
products on product listings. 

Compatibility Search
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

With Symptom Search, users can find products by searching based on 
their problem or a symptom they experienced. They typically adopt this 
query type when they don’t already know the solution.

yellow teeth

carpet stain

dog fleas

Issue

Without Symptom Search, users who are searching based on 
awareness of a problem are unable to find solutions.

 
Guidelines

Integrate product, brand, help, and user-generated content related 
to the symptom so the user can learn more about available solutions 
and their differences as opposed to simply seeing a product list with 
solutions they may not fully understand.

Symptom Search

61% of major commerce 
sites do not return all relevant 
results when searched by 
product type or synonym 
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Customers often search for other types of content such as help 
sections, store information, and policies. Non-product Search is a 
helpful shortcut to the exact content a user is looking for.

return policy

shipping options

contact phone number

Issue

Some users expect search to include all content on the site, beyond 
the product catalog to auxiliary content such as help pages and  
store information.

 
Guidelines

Include help, FAQ, and user-generated content in your search results, 
or take the user directly to the relevant content. 

Non-product Search
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Users often try Feature Search after an initial generic search returns 
overwhelming results. They expect noted product features to be 
included in their search results and assume a site’s search results will 
filter out products without the queried feature.

red knit sweaters

ceramic coffee grinders

manual espresso machine

Issue

Many users submit search queries with one or more product features, 
expecting the site to apply these as filters to their search results.

 
Guidelines

Intelligently parse product attributes and detect when to use them. Named 
entity recognition (NER) and semantic query parsing (SQP) are popular 
approaches that will help filter results to the user’s specific interests.

Feature Search

33% of sites do not support 
even the most basic symbol or 
abbreviation searches 
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Users sometimes use slang, abbreviations, and symbols in their search 
queries, which many sites handle poorly.

ray-ban shades

HP printer

louboutin 3” heels

Issue

Not taking into account slang and abbreviations and little  
sensitivity to the site’s failure to deliver on such terms can drive 
shoppers elsewhere.

 
Guidelines

Slang and differences in language are challenging for search 
engines. Leverage the power of AI and ML to analyze search logs 
and user behavior to automatically bridge the gap between customer 
vocabulary and your catalog.

Slang, Abbreviation, and Symbol Search
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Subjective Search can be broken into three rough categories. 
Interpretive attributes combine multiple attributes (e.g., “high quality” or 
“value for money”). Single-attribute degree relies on a single attribute 
(e.g., “lightweight” or “cheap”). Taste-based relies on non-quantifiable 
attributes, such as emotion or experience (e.g., “beautiful tables”).

high-quality tea kettle

cheap wine

lightweight tent

Issue

Users often include subjective adjectives (quality, beauty, value, etc.) in 
their queries, requiring the search engine to venture past accuracy into 
interpretation and opinion.

 
Guidelines

Semantic vector search can interpret the intent and goals of a shopper to 
connect them with the products they’re interested in. Sentiment analysis can 
also be performed to understand the meaning of words not in the index and can 
assign a value or token to those words and treat them differently than the rest.

Subjective Search 
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Relational Search helps users find products based on the things they 
love and follow—from people to companies, publishers, events, or even 
animals.

new tom hanks movie

new anne rice novel

second matrix dvd

Issue

Users who know of a product only through other entities involved are 
able to search based solely on those relations.

 
Guidelines

Use approaches like semantic query parsing to understand the who, 
what, how, and why of a query and route those parts of the query to 
different segments of the index to return relevant results.

Relational Search 

27% of commerce sites  
won’t yield useful results if 
users misspell just a single 
character in a title
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Shopper signals can help discern any implied meanings in a search query. 
Variables can include past page visits on the site, profile information, purchase 
history, products in a shopping cart, demographic information, how the user 
entered the site, duration since last visit, duration of current visit, etc.

pants   (from a women’s apparel category page)

charger cable  (from an iOS devices landing page)

grills   (from a home improvement holiday promotion page)

chains   (from an auto parts category page)

Issue

Some users submit partial search queries with certain aspects implied.

 
Guidelines

Shopper signals can inform shopper preferences or affinities. Collect and 
derive insights from shoppers to understand their preferences and apply 
those to boost, bury, or exclude products and content. 

Implicit Search 
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

Somewhat difficult to define, Thematic Search queries are vague in nature and 
often include fuzzy boundaries (e.g., “living room”) or categories of intended 
usage (e.g., “spring/cold weather”). 

living room rug

extreme weather sleeping bag

spring coat women

Issue

Some users search for thematic product categories with ambiguous factors 
or by intended usage. These queries tend to drive over-recall, which makes 
the results messy and hard to sort through.

 
Guidelines

Put semantic query parsing to work to understand the meaning of the words 
in a query. You’ll be able to focus the query on those parts of the catalog 
where the user can retrieve highly relevant products.

Thematic Search  
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12 must-have search query types for commerce

With Natural Language Search, the search engine accounts for typical spoken 
language, ideally interpreting the meaning of a query and returning highly 
relevant results beyond simple keyword matching.  

mens sneakers that are red and available in size 7.5

Issue

Some users type their search queries in full sentences. Many search 
engines have trouble parsing these advanced queries and returning results.

 
Guidelines

Deliver a next-generation search experience. Natural Language Search 
enables users to submit questions or requests in regular spoken language.

Natural Language Search 

44% of online shoppers   
will tell friends about a bad  
website experience
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If they can find 
it in the moment, 
they will buy it
Consumer expectations for search have never been 
higher. The better you understand your  shoppers’ 
behavioral patterns, the easier you can make their 
shopping and purchasing experience. Help them find 
what they want, when they want it—and present 
options beyond what they’re immediately searching 
for—by accounting for the myriad ways they seek out 
your products. A robust ecommerce search engine will 
keep customers on your site, earn their trust to return, 
and boost your conversion rate.

Get started
Learn how Lucidworks can power connected 
shopping experiences for your brand and meet 
every customer’s need in the moment.

https://lucidworks.com/product-discovery/
https://lucidworks.com/product-discovery/
https://lucidworks.com/product-discovery/

